
FINDING THE LEADER IN YOU 

 

A  Leadership  workshop  on “Finding the  Leader in you" FLY conducted  by  CMI 

(Competitiveness Mindset Initiative) IIT,Gandhinagar ,with the help of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 

Institute of Technology  (SVIT,Vasad ) has Organized three  online workshop for the  students of 

various branches of Engineering.  

 

1. From 19 to 21 March 2020, No of students 108. 

2. From 17 to 22 August 2020, No of students 25. 

3. From 7 to 12 September 2020, No of students 24. 

 

 Chairman   Shri Bhaskarbhai Patel, of The New English School Trust always supporting to the 

students and faculties for this types of workshop. The workshop was very interesting and gave an 

opportunity to learn many issues in regards of mindset attributes that can help our global 

competitiveness.  

The Rapid, constant, and disruptive change is now the norm, and what succeeded in the past is no 

longer a guide to what will succeed in the future. Twenty-first-century managers simply don’t (and 

can’t!) have all the right answers. To cope with this new reality, companies are moving away from 

traditional command-and-control practices and toward something very different: a model in which 

managers give support and guidance rather than instructions, and employees learn how to adapt to 

constantly changing environments in ways that unleash fresh energy, innovation, and commitment. 

In this context, the study found that five attributes mentioned bellow to be the key to help Indian 

students compete globally.  

1. Conscientiousness. 

2. Perseverance. 

3. Innovativeness. 

4. Taking Initiative. 

5. Problem Solving. 



 

The workshop is designed to: 1) Provide insight and understanding regarding the key concepts of 

creation of jobs in face of rapidly globalizing economy 2) discuss practical steps i.e. student led 

activities will help sustain practice of the five pillars .The feedback of the participants are quite 

encouraging and our institute is looking forward a number of workshops to organize and trained 

a large number students in coming couple of months. 

 


